RNA molecules play vital biological roles, and understanding their structures gives us crucial insights into their biological functions. Model evaluation is a necessary step for better prediction and design of 3D RNA structures.
In this work, we build an all-heavy-atom knowledge-based statistical potential called Precision Training RNA Mark (PTRNAmark). Unlike the aforementioned knowledge-based potentials that only consider non-bond interactions which belongmutual nucleotides, a new energy contribution based on the inside of nucleotide is involved in PTRNAmark. Furthermore, to consider the specificity of physical interaction, PTRNAmark is trained twice by two sorts of training sets, which is unchanging and changing respectively. For a decoy, firstly PTRNAmark is trained by a constant training set, like the aforementioned knowledge-based potentials, then PTRNAMark is trained by another training set which is some structures, originating from decoys, that are the lowest energy ranked by first time scoring. We think that this method could fully consider the characteristic of every RNA model and the specificity of physical interaction. It turns out that PTRNAmark performs better than 3DRNAScore, RASP, KB potentials and ROSETTA in ranking a tremendous amount of near-native RNA tertiary structures as well as recognizing native state from a pool of near-native states of RNAs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The steps for generating PTRNAmark are as follows. First, we design the functional form of PTRNAmark from Boltzmann distribution, which merges nucleotides' mutual and self-energies. Second, in order to train the parameters of the scoring function, which have been used to score for the decoys firstly, we select a training set of non-redundant RNA tertiary structures in which the structure features are representative and the structures of high similarity and low quality are removed.
Third, we use the two test sets, which are occurring now, to test the accomplishment of PTRNAmark. Here, for every decoy, PTRNAmark is trained by some structures of the lowest energy which are from decoys and are scored by the PTRNAmark that is building in the second step. And, we use different metrics to compare the performance of PTRNAmark with other scoring methods. The more point of each building step of PTRNAmark is described in the follows.
Generation of RNA potential
Our knowledge-based potential PTRNAMark is made of two terms. The first term based on the distance between any two non-bonded heavy atoms located at different nucleotides in the molecule, and the second term based on distance between any two non-bonded heavy atoms located at inside nucleotides in the molecule. According to three assumptions which were pointed out by Samudrala [27], the total energy score of a given RNA sequence S ! with conformation C ! is calculated by
Where r !,! are the distance between mth and nth atoms, and i ! and i ! are the residue-specific atom types, respectively.
The energy term of mutual nucleotide
The knowledge-based potentials were derived based on the Boltzmann or Bayesian formulations. For the atomic distance-specific contact potentials, the potential can be written as: (2) where R and T are Boltzmann constant and Kelvin temperature, respectively.
is the observed probability of atomic pairs (i, j) within a distance bin r to r+dr in experimental RNA conformations. f !,! !"# r is the expected probability of atomic pairs (i, j) in the corresponding distance from random conformations without atomic interactions, which is so-called reference state. Here atomic pair (i, j) runs through all the atomic pairs in the RNA chain except for those pairs of the same nucleotides.
Because of the reason that the equal size of datasets is used for calculating f !,! !"# r and f !,! !"# r in RNA statistical potentials at present, the probabilities in Eq.
(2) can be replaced by the frequency counts of atomic pairs:
Here, N !.! !"# r is the observed number of atom pairs i, j at the distance r in experimental RNA structures. N !.! !"# r is the expected number of atomic pairs (i, j) if there were no interactions between atoms.
is the total number of atomic pairs (i, j) in thestructure samples, where r !"# is the cutoff distance. Cut off distance means the maximum value of the distance d in the process of statistics, and we find that when cut off distance is 20 Å, the number of atom pair observed is maxed, so we take 20 Å to be cut off distance in PTRNAmark. 
Here N !"# (r) is the counts of observed contacts between all pairs of atom types at a particular distance r. N !.! !"# is the number of the occurrence of atom pairs of types i and j in whole distance region. N !"!#$ !"# is the total number of contacts between all pairs of atom types summed over all distance r, it means the total counts. So the first term of functional form of PTRNAmark can be written as:
The energy term of nucleotide's inside
We use not only mutual nucleotide potential, but also the inside potential of nucleotide, involving all atom pairs excluding these atom pairs which belong to bond stretching and angle bending in four RNA nucleotide inside. First, we calculated their statistical distribution over the training set. Once we get their statistical distributions, just like the mutual nucleotide potential, the potential can be written as:
where R and T are Boltzmann constant and Kelvin temperature, respectively.
is the observed probability of atomic pairs (q, w) within a distance bin r to r+dr in experimental RNA conformations. f !,! !"# r is the expected probability of atomic pairs (q, w) within a distance bin r to r+dr in a reference state. Here atomic pair (q, w) runs through all the atom-pairs precluding these atom pairs which belong to bond stretching and angle bending in four RNA nucleotide inside. Then we could also get the second term of functional form of PTRNAmark in the same way as the mutual nucleotide potential energy, it can be written :
Combination of the two energy terms
In PTRNAMark the two energy terms are combined together to get the final total energy:
where u !"!#$ is the total energy, u !"#"$% is the energy of mutual nucleotide u !"#!$% is the energy of nucleotide's inside, and is the weight. To get an appropriate value for , first we generate five decoy sets by using EFOLD As for the problem of sparse data, in 1990, Sippl developed a method to address this problem. He approximated the genuine frequency by the sum of the total densities and the statistical frequencies [26] . Yi Xiao's group (3DRNAScore) utilize a penalty to solve this problem, giving a penalty to the total energy score when the distance between two atoms is < 3 Å. In our PTRNAmark, we use a constant value to solve this problem.
